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Saunders Comprehensive Review For
The NCLEX-RNÂ® Examination
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Often called the â€˜the best NCLEXÂ® exam review book ever,â€™ Saunders Comprehensive
Review for the NCLEX-RNÂ® Examination provides everything you need to prepare for the NCLEX
exam â€” complete content review and over 5,100 NCLEX examination-style questions in the book
and online. Don't make the mistake of assuming the quality of the questions is the same in all
NCLEX exam review books, because only this book includes the kind of questions that consistently
test the critical thinking skills necessary to pass today's NCLEX exam. Even better, all answers
include detailed rationales to help you learn from your answer choices, as well as test-taking
strategies with tips on how to best approach each question. Written by the most trusted name in
NCLEX review, Linda Anne Silvestri, and updated to reflect the most current NCLEX test plan,
Comprehensive Review for the NCLEX-RNÂ® Examination, 6th Edition is THE book of choice for
NCLEX examination review. But donâ€™t just take our word for it â€” read any customer review or
ask your classmates to see why there's nothing else like it!UNIQUE! A detailed test-taking strategy
and rationale is included for each question, offering clues for analyzing and uncovering the correct
answer option, and guiding you to remediation in Saunders Strategies for Test Success: Passing
Nursing School and the NCLEXÂ® Exam and Saunders Comprehensive Review for the
NCLEX-RNÂ® Exam.UNIQUE! Priority Nursing Action boxes list actions for clinical emergent
situations requiring immediate action, including a detailed rationale and textbook reference.All
alternate item-format questions are included, with multiple response, prioritizing, fill-in-the-blank,
figure/illustration, chart/exhibit, video, and audio questions to provide practice with prioritizing,
decision-making, and critical thinking skills.UNIQUE! Pyramid Alert! boxes spotlight important
nursing concepts and procedures, and include tips and shortcuts for remembering key information.
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Saunders is the best Review for the NCLEX hands down. I can't personally say that I have tried
other books, but I'll start off by saying that I passed the NCLEX. On my first try. With 1 month to
study. After being out of nursing school for a year without reviewing.For reasons that are too long to
detail here, I was having difficulty scheduling my NCLEX due to various factors. Due to some
miscommunication mostly on my part, I found that they had scheduled me to take the NCLEX and
had given me a test date which was exactly one month away. You can imagine the overwhelming
panic that came over me as I realized I had been out of nursing school since December 2012, and it
was now mid-January 2014. Anyone reading this that is thinking of "taking a break" from nursing
after graduating before preparing for the NCLEX... do not wait a year like I did. This will help prevent
a lot of unnecessary stress.The tools I used to review included this book (the Kindle version) which
is the 6th edition, and NCSBN's learning extension review for the NCLEX online. Now the reason
that I purchased the Kindle version of Saunders was because I had ordered the physical copy of the
Saunders 5th Edition book and it was taking much longer than expected to arrive to me. At the time
I was living in a small town in Alaska, and Barnes & Noble or was not readily available to me to
purchase an NCLEX review book. As I became more and more anxious for the 5th Edition to come
in, I could not NOT study and wanted a textbook in addition to the lessons online on NCSBN. I
opted to purchase the Kindle edition of this book so that it could be delivered to me right away
electronically and I could begin reviewing. I wanted the physical copy of the 5th edition for a reason
though.

CD is old school (breakable) and Multiple device support software is the new trendThe Free Access
code is not for "Textbook" registration but its for a free Practice Questions from "Online Evolve
Account" and was widely misunderstood because its actually a free "redeeming code" to a

browser-base Practice Questions software from Evolve Online Catalog (similar to an App Store or
Google Play store)In order to redeem the free code, you need first to "create" your Evolve account
with valid email address.The registration process may be "annoying" to the students but it does not
take a minute to sign up a new Evolve account.Existing Evolve students (and teachers) users can
simply sign in to redeem the free code.If you do not want to purchase the 6th Edition Paperback, the
online browser-base software actual price is $ 26This written review "both" covers the new changes
of the 6th Edition from the 5th Edition and the new Online software.An additional Important Note
below details the common pop up window browser problems and its solution.

So, I'll start off by saying that I did just pass the NCLEX with 75 questions on my first attempt, and
that I used the Saunders extensively in the early stages of studying. Nursing school is a lot of
material, and this book happily sums it all up for easy review later. Moreover, the online component
includes a lot of helpful features that others don't-- a personalized study calendar, the ability to opt
for only alternate format questions, and to mandate that you only ever get new questions... all while
charting your progress. This is all extremely useful stuff.However!It cannot be stressed enough that
this book alone does not AT ALL suffice to prepare you for the actual test. The questions are very
low level, and cannot be compared to what you will see on test day. If you choose to use this book,
you MUST have additional resources that will have questions akin to what you will be expected to
answer on the NCLEX (I used the Lippincott and the LaCharity, and both of those were excellent). If
I had just been studying with the Saunders, I would have been almost comically unprepared for
what I saw on the actual test. Thankfully- I had other resources to keep me in check. On the
Saunders, I was consistently scoring in the 80s and 90s. On Lippincott, I was in the 60s/70s. Same
for LaCharity.So! That being said, I took off two stars for not (in my opinion) fulfilling the purpose of
the book (to prepare you- beyond a doubt- to pass!). I then took off another star for the offensively
racist chapter on "cultural awareness," that stated that you should expect your African American
patients to eat "collared greens and fried chicken," and for your Asian American patients to "nod
politely, even though they don't understand what you're saying.
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